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OF MICHIGAN 

August 24, 1998 

Dear Taxation Section Members: 

Let me update you on (1) the work ofthe Joint Committee ofthe Taxation Section 
and the Business Section on Michigan Taxation of Limited Liability Companies 
("LLCs") chaired by Alan Valade and (2) the work and reports of the Committee 
of the Taxation Section and Probate Section of The State Bar of Michigan where 
Dennis Mitzel represents the Section. 

The issues involved with taxation ofLLCs are quite involved, controversial and have 
taken on a life of their own. Legislation the Committee did not draft has been 
introduced. If enacted, it may result in unexpected single business tax consequences 
to Michigan taxpayers. Some members of the Section use LLCs for single business 
tax planning. Those members oppose the proposed revisions to the Single Business 
Tax to take into account the Federal "Check the Box" regulations. 

The Michigan Estate Tax issues have clearer lines of conflict. Everyone agrees that 
it makes sense to modify Michigan's pick up estate tax so it clearly reflects the 
present increase in the "applicable exclusion amount" to $625,000 and the scheduled 
increases to $1,000,000 by 2006. Some employees ofthe Michigan Department of 
Treasury proposed various "administrative" changes to the Estate Tax Act at the 
same time. All of these changes were introduced as Senate Bill 754 by Senator 
Willis "Bill" Bullard. The Bar Sections agreed on most of these changes. The 
Committee issued three reports. Our Council adopted all ofthem, and we sent them 
to Senator Bullard and B.D. Coping. The Sections did not want to change the 
interest on refund features of present law. The Sections favored amending prior law 
to permit refunds of tax where the credit for state death taxes was utilized to 
determine the Michigan tax and where a subsequent adjustment has been made on 
the Federal estate tax return to the state death tax credit. 

With the end of the fiscal year, William E. Sider, Gary Schwarcz, and Eric T. Weiss 
end their tenure on the Council. Bill Sider served for two years as Chairperson ofthe 
Partnership Committee. While on the Council he served as Assistant Editor of the 
Michigan Tax Lawyer, Editor of the Section's Membership Directory, and most 
recently as Chairperson of the After Hours Tax Law Series cosponsored by the 
Institute of Continuing Legal Education. Gary Schwarcz was Chairperson of the 
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Partnership Committee for two years. Two years later he joined the Council. While 
on the Council he took on a variety of roles as an assistant for the first year on the 
Council, later he served as Membership and Outreach Coordinator, and most recently 
as Michigan Bar Journal Liaison and Michigan Bar Liaison. Eric Weiss served for 
two years as Chairperson of the Practice and Procedure Committee, and then for 
three years on the Council. While on the Council he ran our Outreach/Under 
Represented Membership efforts, was our Pro Bono Coordinator, Assistant Editor 
and then Editor of the Michigan Tax Lawyer, and most recently liaison to the 
Michigan Individual Commissioner's Advisory Group. Of course the Committees 
provide the most recognized services ofthe Taxation Section. They not only provide 
us with the most information, they typically provide us with our future leaders. I 
would like to thank the three Committee Chairs whose terms expire this year, Jay A. 
Kennedy of the Corporation Committee; Gregory V. DiCenso of the Estates & 
Trusts Committee, and David Wunder of the International Committee. 

I want to thank all of the Council Members and Committee Chairpersons for their 
dedicated efforts this past year. When one has tasks to complete, one always 
appreciates the people who are willing to help out to get the job done. I also thank 
both our Program Facilitators, Karen Nizol who has left that position and Kelli Weiss 
who recently assumed it. Kelli has dug right in and established herself in this role 
as if she was born to it. I don't know how the Section could function without a 
Program Facilitator. 

As you read this letter, after eight years of service to the Section, I will become an 
"ex-officio." As such, I act as a consultant to the Chairperson, and attend a few 
meetings. I can handle it. After one year as "ex-officio," barring unforseen events 
(such as a change in letterhead style), my name will forever appear in the most 
exulted position of Past Council Chairpersons on the bottom of the page. 

Robert Stead takes over as Chairperson. With his competence, devotion and energy, 
the Taxation Section will move on to do better things than ever. 

Sincerely, 
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Reports 
from the 
Committees 

Report of the 
Corporation Committee 
Jay A. Kennedy, Chairperson 
Abbott, Nicholson, Quilter, Esshaki 
& Youngblood, P.C. 
300 River Place, Ste. 3000 
Detroit, Michigan 48207-4291 
(313) 566-2500 

1. Recent Activities. 
This year's Summer Tax Conference 
was held at the Grand Traverse 
Resort on June 19 and 20. Speakers 
at the Conference included Kenneth 
Kies, the former Chief of Staff of the 
Joint Committee on Taxation, who 
discussed Federal Tax Reform. Other 
speakers included Jerald D. August 
and Andrew M. Katzenstein, who 
presented materials on flow-through 
entities and the new family-owned 
business exclusion. The Corporation 
Committee presented a portion of a 
"Hot Tax Topics" session which in
cluded a discussion of the Self-Em
ployment Tax Regulations, the new 
Continuity of Interest and Continuity 
of Business Enterprise Regulations, 
and the status of President Clinton's 
proposal to repeal the Built-in Gains 
Tax for "large C Corporations." Please 
call me at (313) 566-2500 if you were 
unable to attend the Conference and 
would like a copy of the Committee's 
Hot Tax Topics materials. 

A joint meeting with the Partner
ship Committee was held at the State 
Bar of Michigan Annual Meeting in 
Lansing on September 16, 1998 on the 
topic of "Current Tax Developments for 
Corporations, Partnerships and 
LLC's." 

2. After-Hours Tax Law Series. 
Members ofthe Corporation Commit
tee should consider attending this 
years After-Hours Tax Law seminars. 
Sessions of particular interest to 
corporate tax practitioners include 
the following: 
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Tax Aspects of Buying and 
Selling a Business, to be held 
October 20, 1998 in Novi; 

Tax Planning and Choice of 
Entity with Limited Liability 
Companies, to be held November 10, 
1998 in Grand Rapids and November 
17, 1998 in Novi; and 

Current Tax Issues Transactions 
Involving Real Estate, to be held 
January 19, 1999 in Novi. 

For more details regarding 
the After-Hours program, call 
the Institute of Continuing Legal 
Education at (734) 764-0533. 

Report of the Employee 
Benefits Committee 
Charles Lax, Chairperson 
Maddin, Hauser, Wartell, Roth, Heller& Pesses 
28400 Northwestern Highway 
P.O. Box215 
Southfield, Michigan 48037-0215 
(248) 827-1877 

1. Recent Activities. 
The Annual IRS Liaison Meeting with 
the Employee Benefits Committee 
was held at the Annual Meeting of the 
State Bar of Michigan on September 
16, 1998. Catherine M. Jones, Chief 
EP/EO Review Staff-Technical Co
ordinator, Northeast Region, and 
Janna Skufca, EP Branch Chief, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, were in attendance 
and their comments covered the 
following topics: 

• Employee Plans Compliance 
Resolution System (EPCRS)
Revenue Procedure 98-22 

• Current Plan Examination 
Issues and Programs 

• The Current Status of the IRS 
Determination Letter Program 
in Light of Centralization and 
Required Amendments for 
SBJPA and TRA'97 
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Report of Estates 
and Trusts Committee 
Gregory V. DiCenso, Chairperson 
Miller Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C. 
1400 N. Woodward, Ste. 100 
P.O. Box 2014 
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48303-2014 
{248) 258-3049 

1. Chairperson's Message. 
As my two year term is up, I sincerely 
thank all who have helped me by 
making presentations to our Com
mittee, writing articles, providing 
seminar accommodations, and sharing 
your knowledge and experiences. We 
better ourselves as professionals 
through these efforts. 

I also want to especially thank my 
predecessor, Ed Deron, for his much
appreciated assistance in the transi
tion, the Chairperson of the Taxation 
Section, George Gregory, for his 
guidance and direction, and all Tax 
Section Council Members and Com
mittee Chairperson for their knowl
edge-sharing and cooperation in such 
efforts as joint committee meetings. 
I do see great merit in continuing 
such joint meetings. 

That's enough for the "out with the 
old." Now- "in with the new." I want 
to take this opportunity to introduce 
Michael Love, of First of America 
Trust and Estate Settlement Depart
ment, as my successor. I greatly 
appreciate his agreeing to head this 
Committee. Most of you already know 
Mike and, as I, will look forward to 
his programs and leadership. Please 
continue your abundant cooperation 
and participation in Mike's efforts. 

2. Recent Activities. 
Brian M. Trindell, Manager of the 
Estate and Gift Tax Group, Internal 
Revenue Service, addressed estate 
and trust tax issues of current interest 
at the State Bar of Michigan Annual ('lJ Meeting in Lansing on September 16, 
1998. 

Report of the 
International Tax 
Law Committee 
David Wunder, Chairperson 
KPMG Peat Marwick, LLP 
150 West Jefferson, Ste. 1200 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
{313) 983-0282 

No Report 

Report of the Partnership 
Committee 
.; 

Thomas B. Spillane, Jr., Chairperson 
Dykema Gossett PLLC 
1577 North Woodward Aveoue, Ste. 300 
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48304-2820 
{248) 540-0754 

1. Recent Activities. 
A joint meeting with the Corporation 
Committee covering "Current Tax 
Developments for Corporations, 
Partnerships and LLC's" was held 
at the State Bar of Michigan Annual 
Meeting on September 16, 1998. 

2. New Committee. 
The Partnership Committee and 
Corporation Committee have been 
combined. The new committee is 
named the "Business Entities 
Committee" and I will act as its 
Chairperson. Future meetings will 
be announced in mailings to the 
members of both the former Partner
ship and Corporation Committees. 
Any suggestions for topics for future 
meetings are always appreciated. 

Reports 
from the 

Committees 
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Reports 
from the 
Committees Michigan Tax Lawyer-3rd Quarter 1998 • Report of the Practice Revenue Service has appointed 

and Procedure Committee Phoebe Dearing as District Counsel. 
Ms. Dearing previously worked in 

Aaron H. Sherbin, Chairperson the Los Angeles office as Assistant 
Finkel, Whitefield, Selik, Raymond, District Counsel. 
Ferrara & Feldman, P .C. 
32300 Northwestern Hwy., Ste. 200 
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48334-1567 Report of the State and 
(248) 855-6500 

Local Tax Committee 
1. Recent Activities. Joanne B. Faycurry, Chairperson 
A joint meeting with the State and Miller, Canfield, Paddock & Stone, P.L.C. 
Local Tax Committee was held at the 150 West Jefferson, Ste. 2500 
State Bar of Michigan Annual Meeting Detroit, Michigan 48226-4415 
on September 16, 1998 in Lansing, (313) 496-7678 
Michigan. The guest speaker was 
June Summers Haas, Director of the 1. Recent Activities. 
Legal and Hearings Division of the The Taxation Section held its Elev-
Bureau of Revenue of the Michigan enth Annual Summer Tax Conference 
Department of Treasury. Ms. Haas on June 19-20, 1998, at the Grand 
discussed the current organizational Traverse Resort in Ada, Michigan. 
structure of the department and The Michigan Commissioner of Rev-
current projects and responsibilities enue, B.D. Copping, CPA, was a 
of her division. featured guest speaker, speaking on w the topic, "Michigan Tax Update." 
2. Recent Developments. Mr. Copping discussed recent case 
The United States District Court for law and legislative developments, 
the District of Columbia in the Tax as well as recently implemented 
Analyst v. Internal Revenue Service taxpayer related initiatives by the 
case (May 1, 1998) held that I.R.S.' Department of Treasury. Overall, 
field service advice memoranda are the Summer Tax Conference was 
subject to disclosure under F.O.I.A., well attended and favorably received 
except portions constituting return by those who attended. 
information, attorney work product, A joint meeting with the Practice 
or attorney/client privilege. and Procedure Committee was held 

The U.S. Tax Court has adopted at the State Bar of Michigan Annual 
extensive amendments to its rules of Meeting in Lansing on September 16, 
practice and procedure. The rules will 1998, with June Summers Haas, 
be completely republished due to the Director of the Legal and Hearings 
magnitude of the changes. Many of Division of the Revenue Division of 
the amendments put into effect the the Department of Treasury, as the 
changes made by the Taxpayer Bill guest speaker. 
of Rights 2. Ms. Haas gave an insider's view 

The United States District Court for on how the Department of Treasury 
the Sixth Circuit in the Craft v. U.S. develops its administrative rules, 
case reversed and remanded the dis- revenue administrative bulletins and 
trict court's holding that a federal tax other published positions. She ex-
lien attached to entireties property at plained the Department's working 
the time a husband and wife conveyed relationships with taxpayer groups 
property to the wife. (See the Short and how you can provide input on ") Subjects Article in this issue for fur- developing policy positions. She 
ther details.) explained how the Department is 

6 The Detroit District ofthe Internal working to disseminate information 

j 
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to the taxpayer public and where 
new information releases by the 
Department can be found. Ms. Haas 
provided a review of the subject 
matters currently being studied by 
the Department. 

A joint meeting with the State 
and Local Tax Committee of the Real 
Property Law Section of the State 
Bar was held on October 14, 1998. 
The guest speakers were Ms. Cheryl 
Ruppal and Mr. James Bengel, of the 
Real Estate Transfer Tax Division of 
the Michigan Department of Treasury, 
and they addressed recent develop
ments and issues relating to the Real 
Estate Transfer Tax. 

If you have any questions, or would 
like to be included on the mailing list 
to ensure receipt of the notice of future 
meetings, please contact me at (313) 
496-7678. 

2. Recent Legislative 
Developments. 

Michigan Public Act 5580, enacted 
July 1, 1998, added Section 30c to 
Michigan's Revenue Division Act (1941 
PA 122) providing for the first time 
a permanent voluntary disclosure 
amnesty provision. (MCL 205.30c; 
MSA ) Unlike its prior amnesty 
legislation (1986 PA 58), which was a 
"catch-up" amnesty type provision only 
effective for 3 to 6 months, and only 
waiving penalties for voluntary disclo
sure of tax liability, Michigan's new 
Voluntary Disclosure Amnesty Provi
sion is permanent legislation, in most 
respects, and waives not only penal
ties, but also interest and taxes for 
certain prior years. The enactment 
of this Voluntary Disclosure Amnesty 
Provision was "tie-barred" to the 
simultaneously enrolled and enacted 
1998 PA 4910, which effectively elimi
nates the sales factor "throw back" 
provision from the apportionment 
formula used in Michigan's Single 
Business Tax Act. (MCL 208.52; MSA 
7.558.52) Neither act could be effec
tive without the enactment of the 
other, suggesting a legislative percep-

tion that revenue loss from one act 
could be recaptured, at least in part, 
by the other. 

Michigan's Voluntary Disclosure 
Amnesty Act is really two 
acts in one. It is an act of general 
application, and it is also 
an act attempting to deal with some 
of the administrative problems associ
ated with Michigan's recent judicial/ 
administrative retroactive change in 
its announced Single Business Tax 
Jurisdictional "NEXUS" Standards. 

The voluntary disclosure amnesty 
provisions of general application are 

,applicable to a "non-filer," defined in 
·Section 34c(10d)(b) as a person that 
has never filed a return for the par
ticular tax being disclosed, which 
contests its liability for ·a tax or fee 
administered by the Revenue Division. 
A non-filer must meet each of seven 
requirements set out in Section 30c(b), 
including (1) no previous contact by 
the Department or its agents (includ
ing a "Letter of Inquiry'' under Section 
21(2)(a) only if the non-filer did not 
within 180 days after enactment of 
Public Act 5580 notify the Department 
in writing that it requested a Volun
tary Disclosure Agreement), (2) no 
notification of an impending audit by 
the Department; (3) no current audit, 
( 4) that it is not currently the subject 
of a civil action or criminal prosecution 
involving any Department-adminis
tered tax, (5) that it has agreed to 
register, file returns, and pay all such 
taxes for periods due after the ''look
back period," (6) that it has agreed to 
pay all taxes covered by the Voluntary 
Disclosure Agreement for the ~'look
back period" plus statutory interest, 
but without discretionary or non
discretionary penalties, and (7) that 
it has agreed to file returns and work 
sheets for the "look-back period." 
Section 30c(4) provides that the De
partment "may" enter into a voluntary 
disclosure Agreement under which the 
Department will not "assess any tax, 
delinquency for a tax, penalty, or 
interest for any period before the 

Reports 
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"look-back period" identified in the 
Agreement, and, during the "look-back 
period" the Department shall not 
assess any discretionary or non-discre
tionary penalties. Section 30c(4)(c) 
further assures persons filing Volun
tary Disclosures that the Department 
will provide them complete confidenti
ality and "shall" also enter into an 
agreement not to disclose the terms 
and conditions of the Voluntary Disclo
sure Agreement to any tax authorities 
of any state or governmental authority 
except as required under Exchange of 
Information Agreements authorized by 
Section 28(1)(f) of the Department of 
Revenue Act (MCL 05.28(1)(£); MSA 
7.657(28)(1)(£)), providing also that the 
Department shall not exchange such 
information with other states even 
under such agreements unless specifi
cally requested by another state. 

The "look-back period" is generally 
the "most recent 48 month period," 
with exceptions, including a provision 
permitting the Commissioner, "if there 
is doubt as to the liability for the tax 
during the 'look-back period'," to 
determine a different "look-back 
period" which is "in the best interest 
of this state and to preserve equitable 
and fair administration of taxes." The 
term "previous contact" is defined as 
any notification of an impending audit, 
review, or any type of notice or assess
ment, specifically stating, "previous 
contact also includes final Letter of 
Inquiry pursuant to Section 21(2)(a) 
or a subpoena." 

The voluntary disclosure provision 
prohibits the Department from bring
ing a criminal action if the facts estab
lished by the Department are not 
materially different from those dis
closed, and provides that the Depart
ment may nevertheless audit during 
the "look-back period," or for prior 
years, if necessary to determine the 
person's tax liability. A material 
misrepresentation of fact by an appli
cant will render the voluntary disclo
sure agreement null and void and of 
no effect. The Act will not allow 
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unjust enrichment by permitting a 
taxpayer to keep taxes collected or 
withheld from another person before 
the ''look-back period." 

The second voluntary disclosure 
procedure embodied in 1998 PA 5580 
constitutes another attempt to resolve 
the dilemma forced on the Department 
by the Court of Appeals' decision in 
The Gillette Company v. Department 
of Treasury, 198 Mich App 303; 497 
NW2d 595 (1993), lv den 445 Mich 860 
(1994), cert den 115 S Ct 779 (1995). 
In that decision, the Department's 
RAB 1989-46, being its then latest 
pronouncement that PL 86-272 was 
the administratively adopted SBT 
jurisdictional nexus text, was sua 
sponte found inapplicable, with the 
Michigan Court of Appeals substitut
ing the more easily met Due Process 
and Commerce Clause jurisdictional 
tests as enunciated by the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Gillette was decided 
March 1, 1993. The Department later 
that year sent out Notices of Inquiry 
under§ 21(2) of the Department of 
Revenue Act notifying out-of-state 
businesses which had filed Michigan 
income tax employee withholding 
returns in prior years that because 
they had admitted employing indi
viduals in Michigan they were also 
subject to Michigan's SBT taxing 
jurisdiction under the new Due Pro
cess/Commerce Clause jurisdictional 
tests. [The Department has admitted 
in discovery in other cases that by 
computer matching its employee 
withholding and SBT returns, it had 
located thousands of such potential 
SBT taxpayers, to approximately 
3,000 of which it had forwarded its 
§ 21(2) "Letter of Inquiry''.] The 1993 
Letter of Inquiry informed the recipi
ent that the Department believed it 
subject to its Single Business Tax 
jurisdiction under the Gillette 
decision's new Due Process/Commerce 
Clause tests, and asked for returns, 
with taxes and interest, but without 
penalty, for the prior four years, back 
to 1989. The Department has admit-

J 
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ted receiving voluntary compliance 
with its 1993 Letters of Inquiry 
administrative amnesty by approxi
mately 700 taxpayers, having raised 
approximately nineteen (19) million 
dollars by November, 1995. 

The Department informed the 
recipients ofits 1993 Notices of 
Inquiry that it would not attempt 
to assess them under the new Due 
Process/Commerce Clause tests for 
years before 1989. 

More recently in its RAB 1998-1, 
the Department replaced its RAB 
1989-46, five years after it was held 
inapplicable by the Gillette decision, 
conforming its jurisdictional RAB to 
the 1993 decision of the Court of 
Appeals, and announcing that it would 
apply the new jurisdictional tests 
retroactively only to returns filed in or 
after the year 1989. Notwithstanding 
the 1993 Letter of Inquiry "adminis
trative amnesty" offer by the Depart
ment in 1993, the Department con
tinued to pursue several potential 
taxpayers that it had earlier believed 
were subject to its jurisdiction under 
the PL 86-272 test rejected by the 
Gillette decision, now applying the 
new Due Process/Commerce Clause 
jurisdictional tests to years before 
1989. These taxpayers have appealed 
advancing uniformity, equal protection 
and due process arguments, and have 
asked to be accorded the same "admin
istrative amnesty" accorded the nearly 
3,000 taxpayers the Department 
discovered with its 1993 employee 
withholding computer scan. This 
litigation is still working its way 
through the Michigan Courts. In 
connection with this litigation the 
Department has argued that it did 
not have the resources or personnel 
to attempt to "follow up" on taxpayers 
it had "discovered" with its computer 
scans, to justify the pre-1989 adminis
trative amnesty offered through its 
1993 Notices of Inquiry. Section 30a 
of the Department of Revenue Act as 
then in effect, however, prohibited the 
Department from compromising taxes, 

suggesting that the 1993 Letter of 
Inquiry amnesty offer was not only 
unauthorized, but illegal. This issue, 
too, is still in the Courts. 

By its more specific legislative 
voluntary amnesty provision embod
ied in 1998 PA 5580, the Department 
has now offered the more than 2,000 
identified potential taxpayers which 
ignored its 1993 Notices of Inquiry, 
another opportunity to voluntarily 
file retroactive SBT tax returns under 
the new Gillette ordered Due Process/ 
Commerce Clause jurisdictional tests, 
but now only for the four years pre
s:eding 1998 PA 5580, presumably 
back to 1994. This new legislation 
appears to amount to a "breach of 
faith" with the taxpayers who com
plied with the Department's 1993 
Notices oflnquiry and voluntarily 
paid taxes from 1989 forward, with 
interest but without penalty. Al
though they were members of the 
class of approximately 3,000 potential 
SBT taxpayers discovered by the 
Department with its computer 
sweeps, because they relied upon the 
Department's 1993 Letter of Inquiry 
administrative amnesty they will 
have paid taxes from the years 1989 
through 1993, notwithstanding the 
fact that the more than two-thirds of 
that class which ignored the 
Department's 1993 Notice oflnquiry, 
are now being legislatively offered a 
new and far more favorable voluntary 
disclosure amnesty, permitting them, 
if they act quickly. to escape all SBT 
taxes for years prior to 1994, not 
1989. This is accomplished by 
§ 30c(3)(a), which requires a volun
tary disclosing taxpayer to have 
had no previous contact with the 
Department, but provides 

"A letter of inquiry, whether a 
final letter or otherwise, request
ing information under Section 
21(2)(a) that was sent to a 
non-filer shall not be considered 
a previous contact under this 
subdivision if the non-filer sends 
a written request to the Depart-
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ment to enter into a voluntary 
disclosure agreement within 180 
days after the enactment of the 
amendatory act that added this 
section," 

while at the same time requiring a 
person attempting to avail itself of the 
legislative voluntary disclosure am
nesty, not to have been notified of an 
impending audit, not to be under audit, 
not to be the subject of a civil action, 
and not to have filed any prior retums. 
Interestingly, the approximately 
700 persons complying with the 
Department's 1993 administrative 
amnesty offer, filing returns and pay
ing taxes and interest for the years 
1989 through 1993, are arguably 
precluded from challenging the Depart
ment, and asking for the same total 
amnesty for years before 1994 offered 
the other 2,000 of their class who had 
been sent the 1993 Notice of Inquiry 
administrative amnesty but did not 
respond, because the applicable statute 
oflimitation on refund actions is four 
years after the date set for filing the 
original return. (MCL 205.27a(2); MSA 
7.657(27a)(2)) The Michigan Courts 
have not yet determined whether this 
provision would preclude relief to the 
taxpayers who trusted the Depart
ment's first 1993 Letter of Inquiry, and 
wound up paying SBT taxes for five or 
six more years than similarly situated 
potential taxpayers who ignored the 
Department's initial notice that they 
were liable for taxes. This would 
doubtless constitute a procedural bar 
to relief by the disadvantaged trusting 
taxpayers had a longstanding Michigan 
statute been declared unconstitutional 
by the U.S. Supreme Court. (See, e.g., 
Reich v Collins, 513 US 106; 115 S Ct 
5217; 130 LEd 2d 454 (1994); Harper, 
et al v Virginia Dept of Taxation, 509 
US 86; 113 S Ct 2510; 125 LEd 2d 74 
(1993) and James Beam Distilling Co. 
v Georgia, et al, 501 US 529, 111 S Ct 
2439; 115 L Ed 2d 481 (1991).) Section 
27a(6) of the Department of Revenue 
Act imposes a 90-day statute oflimita-
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tions where Michigan tax laws are 
challenged on constitutional grounds. 
This 90 days runs "after the date set 
for filing a return." While the 90-day 
provision has been upheld by the 
Michigan courts (American States 
Insurance Co., et al v. Dept of Trea
sury, 200 Mich App 586; 560 NW2d 
644 (1996)), the courts have not yet 
determined whether these statute of 
limitation provisions would preclude 
taxpayer relief where the State action 
giving rise to the cause of action did 
not occur until after the statute of 
limitations on refund claims had 
expired. 

(For a detailed discussion of the 
recently enacted Voluntary Disclosure 
Amnesty Act, see Research Institute 
of America, State and Local Taxes 
Weekly, September 8, 1998, "Michi
gan Enacts Voluntary Disclosure 
Amnesty Provisions," by Samuel J. 
McKim III and Joanne B. Faycurry). 
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Trusts as Beneficiary of a Retirement Arrangement 
Remaindermen and the New Proposed Regulations 
By David B. Walters 

A. Introduction 
In December of 1997, the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) published 
amendments to the proposed guid
ance for complying with the rules 
related to required distributions from 
qualified plans, individual retirement 
plans, section 403(b) annuity con
tracts, custodial accounts and retire
ment income accounts. 1 These 
amendments made changes to the 
rules for determining "designated 
beneficiaries" for purposes of calculat
ing the period over which minimum 
distributions must be made from 
qualified retirement plans and indi
vidual retirement accounts. The 
amendments, in general, made it 
easier for taxpayers to name a revo
cable trust as the beneficiary of their 
retirement benefits. The purpose of 
this article is to review the changes 
made by the new proposed regula
tions and to examine a lingering issue 
that has been highlighted by the 
changes. 

B. Minimum Distribution Rules 
To review, the minimum distribution 
rules require that beginning with the 
participant's required beginning date 
(RBD), which is Aprill of the calen
dar year following the calendar year 
in which the participant attains age 
70112, the participant's retirement 
benefits must be paid in a lump sum 
or must be paid out in substantially 
equal periodic payments over: the 
life of the participant; the joint lives 
of the participant and a designated 
beneficiary; a period certain not 
extending beyond the life expectancy 
of the participant; or a period certain 
not extending beyond the joint and 
last survivor expectancy of the par
ticipant and a designated beneficiary.2 

The minimum distribution rules also 

apply special rules if the participant 
dies before he or she reaches the RBD 
or dies after the RBD but before the 
entire retirement benefit is distrib
uted.3 Ifthe minimum distribution 
rules are not complied with, a 50 
percent excise tax is imposed on the 
amount of the distribution which 
was required but not made.4 

Participants seeking to minimize 
the amount that is required to be 
currently distributed, while maximiz
i:ag tax free accumulations in the 
retirement arrangement, would select 
a distribution pattern based on the 
joint life expectancy of the participant 
and a designated beneficiary.5 Many 
of these same participants wanted to 
take advantage of the benefits associ
ated with a revocable trust and would 
have liked to name their revocable 
trust as the beneficiary. However, 
only individuals could be a "desig
nated beneficiary."6 Accordingly, a 
trust would not normally qualify as 
a designated beneficiary. However, 
under the old proposed regulations, 
participants were afforded some 
relief, in that if the trust met certain 
requirements, the participant could 
look through the trust to the trust 
beneficiaries to identify the "desig
nated beneficiary." 

The old proposed regulations 
allowed the participant to look 
through the trust to the trust benefi
ciaries if the trust met four require
ments as of the later of the date on 
which the trust is named as a benefi
ciary or the participant's RBD. The 
first requirement that the trust had 
to satisfy was that the trust had to 
be valid under state law. Second, the 
trust had to be irrevocable. Third, the 
beneficiaries under the trust had to 
be identifiable. Lastly, a copy of the 
trust instrument had to be provided 
to the plan administrator.7 If the trust 
met these requirements then the life 
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expectancy of the trust beneficiary 
with the shortest life expectancy (i.e., 
the oldest individual) would become 
the "designated beneficiary" and 
be used with the participant in 
determining the maximum payment 
period.8 

A revocable trust would fail the 
second of the four requirements 
contained in the old proposed regula
tion since the trust would generally 
have not become irrevocable at the 
later of the RBD or the date on which 
the trust was named as the benefi
ciary. Additionally, it was not uncom
mon for the settlor of the revocable 
trust to overlook the requirement that 
the trust instrument be provided to 
the plan administrator. The conse
quences of failing to meet one of the 
requirements would be to treat the 
participant as not having designated 
any beneficiary. Accordingly, the 
required minimum distributions 
would be made over the participant's 
life expectancy.9 This would have the 
effect of increasing the distributions 
being made during the participant's 
life and would accelerate the distribu
tion of the remaining balance on the 
participant's death. 

Under the new proposed regula
tions, it will be easier to comply with 
these requirements, thereby allowing 
the participant to look through their 
revocable trust to the identifiable 
trust beneficiaries in determining 
a "designated beneficiary." 

C. New Proposed Regulations 
The new proposed regulations modify 
the second and fourth requirements 
that a trust must satisfy in order for 
the trust beneficiaries to be the 
"designated beneficiary." The second 
requirement now requires that the 
trust must be "irrevocable or will, by 
its terms, become irrevocable upon 
the death" of the participant.10 The 
fourth requirement has also been 
modified. Prior to a participant's 
death, a participant can provide the 
plan administrator with a copy of the 
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trust instrument and copies of any 
amendments or, alternatively, pro
vide a certification. The certification 
must include a list of all beneficiaries 
"including contingent and remainder
man beneficiaries with a description 
of the conditions on their entitle
ment," certify that the list is correct 
and complete and that the other 
requirements necessary to look 
through the trust have been satisfied, 
agree to provide corrected certifica
tions as needed in the event of an 
amendment to the trust and agree 
to provide a copy of the trust to the 
plan administrator on demand. 11 

In addition to the certifications 
made during the participant's life, 
there are certain post death certifica
tion requirements. Within nine 
months after the participant's death, 
the trustee of the trust must provide 
the plan administrator with a copy 
of the trust, or must provide the plan 
administrator with a final list of all 
of the beneficiaries "including contin
gent and remainderman beneficiaries 
with a description of the conditions on 
their entitlement," a certificate that 
all of the other requirements allowing 
the look through have been satisfied 
and agree to provide a copy of the 
trust upon demand. 12 

With the modification of the second 
requirement, revocable trusts can be 
named as a beneficiary and the trust 
beneficiaries' life expectancies used 
to determine the minimum distribu
tions. The documentation require
ment generally remains the same if 
the participant chooses to provide 
trust documents rather than the 
certification.13 What remains unclear 
in the proposed regulations is 
whether trust beneficiaries include 
remaindermen as well as current 
beneficiaries. 

D. Remaindermen as 
Trust Beneficiaries 

For purposes of applying the mini
mum distribution rules when a trust 
is named as the beneficiary of a 
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retirement arrangement, the benefi
ciaries of the trust need to be exam
ined to ascertain whether they are 
individuals. This examination re
quires analysis of two issues. First, 
are the beneficiaries identifiable?14 

Second, are remaindermen consid
ered as beneficiaries? While the issue 
of whether a beneficiary is identifi
able is important, the new proposed 
regulations did not provide partici
pants any new guidance. However, 
the same can not be said of the re
mainderman issue. 

The new proposed regulations 
continue to refer to a section con
tained in the old proposed regulations 
which states that for purposes of 
determining whether all beneficiaries 
are individuals you disregard any 
beneficiary whose entitlement to a 
benefit is contingent on death of a 
prior beneficiary.15 The exact inter
pretation of this provision is unclear. 
One view holds that this language 
allows you to ignore any beneficiary 
who receives no benefits until the 
death of a prior beneficiary. The 
other view, and the one favored by 
the IRS, holds that if a remainder
man becomes entitled to or vested in 
any portion of the required minimum 
distribution, then the remainderman 
must be considered as a beneficiary.16 

If the remainderman happens to be 
someone other than an individual 
(e.g., a charity or an estate), the 
participant would be treated as not 
having designated a beneficiary for 
purposes of the requireli minimum 
distribution rules. Therefore, distri
butions would have to be made over 
the life expectancy of the participant. 

The new proposed regulations have 
lent additional support to the latter 
view. The documentation require
ments of the new proposed regula
tions specifically require participants 
using the certification method to 
identify the trust beneficiaries includ
ing contingent and remainderman 
beneficiaries with a description of 
the conditions on their entitlement.17 

Additionally, several recent private 
letter rulings have indicated that 
trust remaindermen will be treated 
as beneficiaries for purposes of deter
mining "designated beneficiaries."18 

In PLR 9739034 issued June 30, 
1997, the spouse of the IRA owner 
would receive, directly or indirectly, 
only an income interest from the IRA 
and at her death the income was 
payable to her daughter, individual 
J, and a trust for the benefit of the 
individual J. Any IRA assets remain
ing at the end of individual J's life 
were to be distributed to a trust for 
the benefit of individual J and the 
spouse's other daughter, individual 
L. The IRS held that the spouse, 
J and L were all designated bene
ficiaries. Since the spouse, J and L 
were all individuals and since the 
spouse was the oldest of the three 
beneficiaries, her life expectancy was 
eligible to be used for purposes of 
determining the required minimum 
distribution period. 

In PLR 9809059, an IRA owner 
designated his irrevocable trust as 
the beneficiary of several of his IRAs. 
The beneficiary of the trust was one 
of his children. The trust provided for 
income distributions to the child, and 
gave the trustee the power to invade 
principal for the child's "support, 
maintenance, health and education." 
On the child's death, the trust passed 
to the child's beneficiaries or, if the 
child had none, then to a subtrust. 
The subtrust benefited one of the 
child's siblings, individual B, who was 
older than the child. The IRS ruled 
that for purposes of the require9-
minimum distribution rule, individual 
B's age was used. The IRS noted, but 
did not elaborate, that the contingen
cies contained in the subtrust were 
not those described in section 
1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A E-5(b) of the 
proposed regulations. Another inter
esting item contained in this ruling 
is the discussion related to the use of 
the proceeds from the IRA passing to 
the trust. It was noted that none of 
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expectancy of the trust beneficiary 
with the shortest life expectancy (i.e., 
the oldest individual) would become 
the "designated beneficiary" and 
be used with the participant in 
determining the maximum payment 
period.8 

A revocable trust would fail the 
second of the four requirements 
contained in the old proposed regula
tion since the trust would generally 
have not become irrevocable at the 
later of the RBD or the date on which 
the trust was named as the benefi
ciary. Additionally, it was not uncom
mon for the settlor of the revocable 
trust to overlook the requirement that 
the trust instrument be provided to 
the plan administrator. The conse
quences of failing to meet one of the 
requirements would be to treat the 
participant as not having designated 
any beneficiary. Accordingly, the 
required minimum distributions 
would be made over the participant's 
life expectancy.9 This would have the 
effect of increasing the distributions 
being made during the participant's 
life and would accelerate the distribu
tion of the remaining balance on the 
participant's death. 

Under the new proposed regula
tions, it will be easier to comply with 
these requirements, thereby allowing 
the participant to look through their 
revocable trust to the identifiable 
trust beneficiaries in determining 
a "designated beneficiary." 

C. New Proposed Regulations 
The new proposed regulations modify 
the second and fourth requirements 
that a trust must satisfy in order for 
the trust beneficiaries to be the 
"designated beneficiary." The second 
requirement now requires that the 
trust must be "irrevocable or will, by 
its terms, become irrevocable upon 
the death" of the participant. 10 The 
fourth requirement has also been 
modified. Prior to a participant's 
death, a participant can provide the 
plan administrator with a copy of the 
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trust instrument and copies of any 
amendments or, alternatively, pro
vide a certification. The certification 
must include a list of all beneficiaries 
"including contingent and remainder
man beneficiaries with a description 
of the conditions on their entitle
ment," certify that the list is correct 
and complete and that the other 
requirements necessary to look 
through the trust have been satisfied, 
agree to provide.corrected certifica
tions as needed in the event of an 
amendment to the trust and agree 
to provide a copy of the trust to the 
plan administrator on demand. 11 

In addition to the certifications 
made during the participant's life, 
there are certain post death certifica
tion requirements. Within nine 
months after the participant's death, 
the trustee of the trust must provide 
the plan administrator with a copy 
of the trust, or must provide the plan 
administrator with a final list of all 
of the beneficiaries "including contin
gent and remainderman beneficiaries 
with a description of the conditions on 
their entitlement," a certificate that 
all of the other requirements allowing 
the look through have been satisfied 
and agree to provide a copy of the 
trust upon demand. 12 

With the modification of the second 
requirement, revocable trusts can be 
named as a beneficiary and the trust 
beneficiaries' life expectancies used 
to determine the minimum distribu
tions. The documentation require
ment generally remains the same if 
the participant chooses to provide 
trust documents rather than the 
certification. 13 What remains unclear 
in the proposed regulations is 
whether trust beneficiaries include 
remaindermen as well as current 
beneficiaries. 

D. Remaindermen as 
Trust Beneficiaries 

For purposes of applying the mini
mum distribution rules when a trust 
is named as the beneficiary of a 
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retirement arrangement, the benefi
ciaries of the trust need to be exam
ined to ascertain whether they are 
individuals. This examination re
quires analysis of two issues. First, 
are the beneficiaries identifiable?14 

Second, are remaindermen consid
ered as beneficiaries? While the issue 
of whether a beneficiary is identifi
able is important, the new proposed 
regulations did not provide partici
pants any new guidance. However, 
the same can not be said of the re
mainderman issue. 

The new proposed regulations 
continue to refer to a section con
tained in the old proposed regulations 
which states that for purposes of 
determining whether all beneficiaries 
are individuals you disregard any 
beneficiary whose entitlement to a 
benefit is contingent on death of a 
prior beneficiary.15 The exact inter
pretation of this provision is unclear. 
One view holds that this language 
allows you to ignore any beneficiary 
who receives no benefits until the 
death of a prior beneficiary. The 
other view, and the one favored by 
the IRS, holds that if a remainder
man becomes entitled to or vested in 
any portion of the required minimum 
distribution, then the remainderman 
must be considered as a beneficiary.16 

If the remainderman happens to be 
someone other than an individual 
(e.g., a charity or an estate), the 
participant would be treated as not 
having designated a beneficiary for 
purposes of the required minimum 
distribution rules. Therefore, distri
butions would have to be made over 
the life expectancy of the participant. 

The new proposed regulations have 
lent additional support to the latter 
view. The documentation require
ments of the new proposed regula
tions specifically require participants 
using the certification method to 
identify the trust beneficiaries includ
ing contingent and remainderman 
beneficiaries with a description of 
the conditions on their entitlement.17 

Additionally, several recent private 
letter rulings have indicated that 
trust remaindermen will be treated 
as beneficiaries for purposes of deter
mining "designated beneficiaries."18 

In PLR 9739034 issued June 30, 
1997, the spouse of the IRA owner 
would receive, directly or indirectly, 
only an income interest from the IRA 
and at her death the income was 
payable to her daughter, individual 
J, and a trust for the benefit of the 
individual J. Any IRA assets remain
ing at the end of individual J's life 
were to be distributed to a trust for 
the benefit of individual J and the 
spouse's other daughter, individual 
L. The IRS held that the spouse, 
J and L were all designated bene
ficiaries. Since the spouse, J and L 
were all individuals and since the 
spouse was the oldest of the three 
beneficiaries, her life expectancy was 
eligible to be used for purposes of 
determining the required minimum 
distribution period. 

In PLR 9809059, an IRA owner 
designated his irrevocable trust as 
the beneficiary of several of his IRAs. 
The beneficiary of the trust was one 
of his children. The trust provided for 
income distributions to the child, and 
gave the trustee the power to invade 
principal for the child's "support, 
maintenance, health and education." 
On the child's death, the trust passed 
to the child's beneficiaries or, if the 
child had none, then to a subtrust. 
The subtrust benefited one of the 
child's siblings, individual B, who was 
older than the child. The IRS ruled 
that for purposes of the require.d 
minimum distribution rule, individual 
B's age was used. The IRS noted, but 
did not elaborate, that the contingen
cies contained in the subtrust were 
not those described in section 
1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A E-5(b) of the 
proposed regulations. Another inter
esting item contained in this ruling 
is the discussion related to the use of 
the proceeds from the IRA passing to 
the trust. It was noted that none of 
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the trust assets, and therefore the 
IRA, would be used to pay expenses 
associated with the trust estate. By 
negative implication, it seems that 
the IRS may have ruled that if pro
ceeds from the IRA passing through 
the trust were used to pay for these 
expenses the IRS would have consid
ered the estate as a beneficiary. If the 
estate had been treated as a benefi
ciary, the decedent would have been 
treated as not having a "designated 
beneficiary," since an estate is not 
treated as a "designated beneficiary." 

In the IRS' most recent private 
letter ruling discussing this area, 
PLR 9820021, the IRS focused on 
the contingent beneficiaries and the 
payment of estate expenses from a 
trust which was the beneficiary of a 
retirement benefit plan.19 In this case, 
the decedent had named his trust as 
the beneficiary of his profit sharing 
account balance. Once again, the 
trust provided for income distribu
tions to the spouse during her lifetime 
with the trustee of the trust having 
the ability to invade principal at its 
discretion to provide for the spouse's 
''health and medical needs." Upon the 
death of the spouse the balance of 
the trust was to be distributed by the 
trustee to a university, a school and a 
reservation. Relying on the interpre
tation of proposed regulations favored 
by the IRS, the IRS ruled that the 
surviving spouse's death affected the 
timing of, rather than the availability 
of, the distribution to the university, 
school and the reservation. Since 
these beneficiaries were not individu
als, the decedent was treated as not 
having any "designated beneficiary." 

In this private letter ruling the IRS 
discusses the use of retirement ben
efits flowing through the trust ar
rangement to pay estate expenses. 
In PLR 9820021, proceeds from the 
retirement arrangement were used 
by the trust to pay estate expenses. 
The IRS did not mention what effect, 
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if any, the use of the proceeds in this 
manner had on the outcome of the 
ruling.20 

E. Conclusion 
The new proposed regulations will 
afford greater flexibility in planning 
for retirement plan distributions. The 
new proposed regulations together 
with several recent private letter 
rulings should also put planners on 
notice to carefully review their docu
ments for remaindermen which could 
cause an increase in the amount 
being distributed to their clients 
during their lifetime or accelerating 
the distribution of the retirement 
benefits upon their deaths. 

David B. Walters is an attorney with the 
law firm of Cox Hodgman & Giarmarco, 
P.C. located in Troy, Michigan. 
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-----------------------------ENDNOTES------------------------------
1. 62 F.R. 67780-67784 revising Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A D-5 and D-6, and adding new Q&A D-7. 

2. I.A. C. § 401 (a)(9)(A). 

3. I.A. C.§ 401(a)(9)(B)(ii); Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A C-2 and I.A. C. § 401 (a)(9)(B)(i). 

4. I.R.C. § 4974(a). 

5. Assuming that the individual named as the "designated beneficiary'' was younger than the participant, the joint 
life expectancy would be longer than the participant's single life expectancy alone. The longer the life 
expectancy, the smaller the required minimum would be. The life expectancy used frequently is that of a 
spouse. While a designated beneficiary can be someone other than the spouse, they are treated as being no 
more than ten years younger than the participant while the participant is alive. I.A. C. § 401 (a)(9)(G); Prop. 
Treas. Reg. § .1.401 (a)(9)-2. 

6. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A D-2A and D-5. 

7. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A D-5. 

8. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A E-5(a). 

9. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A D-5(b). 

10. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A D-5(b)(2). 

11. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A D-7(a). 

12. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A D-7(b). 

13. There are still issues regarding how an IRA owner would technically comply with the document requirement 
since there is no plan administrator and since IRA providers are generally reluctant to become involved in 
these issues. 

14. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A D-2. 

15. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A D-5(b) and E-5(e)(1). 

16. For example, assume that a participant named his trust as the beneficiary of his retirement benefit. The trust 
provides for income distributions to the participant's surviving spouse for life with the balance going to charity. 
Assume further that the retirement arrangement is required to pay the greater of the required minimum 
distribution or the income from the arrangement to the trust. At the participant's death the balance in the 
retirement account would become "principal." Therefore, regardless of how long the spouse survives, the 
"principal" will go to the charity at the surviving spouse's death. Accordingly, the charity's entitlement is 
established at the death of the participant. The charity's interest is not "contingent" on surviving spouse's 
death, but merely postponed until after her death. 

17. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401(a)(9)-1 Q&A D-7. 

18. Also see PLR 9322005 (marital trust income to spouse for life, remainder to children; spouse and children 
"designated beneficiaries"). Contra PLR 9442032 (spouse was income beneficiary of trust plus had right to 
principal for support, children were remaindermen; spouse alone was '!designated beneficiary"). 

19. PLR 9820021 released May 15, 1998. 

20. If the payment of estate expenses with proceeds from the retirement arrangement will cause the estate to be 
considered a beneficiary under a trust and if the retirement plan assets are the only source for the payment of 
the estate expenses, the retirement benefits could still be used for these purposes if "separate accounts" (in 
the case of a defined contribution plan or IRA) or "separate shares" (in the case of a defined benefit plan) are 
established. Prop. Treas. Reg.§ 1.401 (a)(9)-1 Q&A H-2. 
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A Valuation Primer: 
Trends and Techniques for Estate Planners 

By Eric Thomas Carver 

Introduction 
The different limited liability entities 
recognized today under state law 
(such as family limited partnerships, 
limited liability partnerships, and 
limited liability companies), as well as 
other traditional forms of ownership 
available, allow for planning opportu
nities to those who create and use 
them. Some of the more prominent 
nontaxable benefits achieved by using 
entities of this nature include simpli
fication of ownership transfers, cen
tralized management of family assets, 
multi-generational capital aggrega
tion, creditor protection, and avoid
ance of probate. 1 

While the nontaxable benefits 
are important in determining which 
entity to use, one of the primary 
reasons in forming an entity of this 
nature is the potential valuation 
opportunities presented for estate and 
gift tax planning purposes. Since the 
federal transfer tax (estate and gift) is 
based upon the fair market value of 
the property transferred, principles of 
valuation become paramount. There
fore, by properly employing one or 
more of the applicable transfer tax 
valuation discounts, bequests or gifts 
of interest in such limited liability 
entities may be accomplished with 
substantial federal transfer tax 
savings. In many cases, the underly
ing assets or investments owned by 
the limited liability entity may be 
completely transferred by the owner 
to a family member with minimum 
estate and gift tax consequences. 

The variety and extent of discounts 
available provide the flexibility and 
creativity necessary to secure desir
able tax benefits for both estate and 
gift planning purposes. Therefore, 
the focus of this article is to review 
the current valuation techniques that 

exist in the estate planning arena and 
to analyze for estate and gift planning 
purposes the tax effects of recent 
developments. 

The Valuation Process 
Valuation of an interest in a business 
entity is a difficult issue that estate 
planners frequently encounter. The 
starting point for any discussion 
concerning valuing the interest of an 
asset, or the interest of an entity, is 
the definition of"value" which is 
found in the estate and gift tax regu
lations.2 Pursuant to Treas. Reg. § 
25.2512-13, the philosophy or method 
used to determine value is the hypo
thetical "willing buyer-willing seller" 
test. This test specifies that the value 
of property is "the price at which such 
property would change hands be
tween a willing buyer and a willing 
seller, neither being under any com
pulsion to buy nor sell, and both 
having reasonable knowledge of the 
relevant facts." Inherent in the 
"willing buyer-willing seller" test are 
the valuation discounts discussed 
below. 

The valuation process for federal 
transfer tax purposes begins with the 
value as originally determined by the 
taxpayer and set forth on the appro
priate return. For example, in a 
lifetime transfer by gifts, the Service 
has issued a revised Form 709 which 
asks the preparer to check the box if 
the taxpayer has claimed a valuation 
discount. If the Internal Revenue 
Service ("Service") adjusts the re
ported value after an examination, 
the adjusted value is presumed to 
be correct and the burden of proof 
concerning value is shifted to the 
taxpayer.4 

Moreover, the Tax Reform Act of 
1997 has promulgated that while the 
Service cannot adjust prior taxable 
transfers for estate tax purposes after 
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the gift tax, statute oflimitations has 
expired, the gift tax statute oflimita
tions will no longer run unless ad
equate disclosure consists of the gift 
value including all claimed dis
counts.5 However, under the Internal 
Revenue Restructuring and Reform 
Act of 1998,6 in certain cases the 
Service has the burden of proof in 
factual matters pertaining to the 
valuation process. In order to qualify 
for the shift of burden, the taxpayer 
must demonstrate a credible valua
tion methodology and cooperate with 
reasonable requests made by the 
Service during the administrative 
audit process. 

The Service has taken an amor
phous position regarding guidance on 
valuation issues. For example, while 
the Service has provided some guid
ance on valuing closely held securities 
in the absence of a bona fide sale, 
the value of an interest in an entity 
depends on the facts and circum
stances of each case.7 The Tax Court, 
however, is often the forum for resolv
ing valuation issues, though it has 
made clear it prefers negotiated 
settlements.8 

Minority Discount 
A minority interest discount implies 
that a person who owns less than a 
majority of the managing or voting 
interests in an entity cannot control 
or have a meaningful voice in the 
management of the business. This 
discount reflects the fact that a 
minority owner, without acting in 
concert with other owners, may not 
have significant control over the 
operations of the business, the pay
ment of dividends, or the ability to 
be involved in the day to day business 
activities of the corporation. 9 There
fore, a valuation discount is often 
claimed for a bequest or a gift of a 
minority interest in an entity. 10 

While the minority interest dis
count is most often a factor when 
valuing the shares of preferred and 
common stock in a closely held corpo-

ration, the minority interest discount 
can apply to the valuation of a part
nership or limited liability company 
interest as welL 11 Essentially, a 
minority interest owner in such an 
entity could simply be a passive 
investor. As a result, the interest 
held by a minority owner on a per 
share/interest basis may not be 
valued as highly, as a majority 
owner's interest. For these reasons, a 
minority interest in a limited liability 
entity is normally not readily market
able and the potential buyers of the 
interest are regarded as consisting 
of, or limited to, either the persons 
currently in control, or those who 
would pay a lower purchase reflecting 
the minority interest position. 12 

In recent years the Tax Court has 
been more aggressive in scrutinizing 
minority interest discounts to deter
mine whether the facts support the 
absence of the power to control. For 
example, in Estate of Murphy v. 
Commissioner, 13 the Court did not 
allow a minority discount for the 
decedent's 49.65% interest in a cer
tain closely held business. In this 
case, the decedent effectively held a 
51.44% interest in this closely held 
corporation by virtue of a general 
power of appointment over assets in a 
marital trust in which she was named 
the primary beneficiary. The Court 
did not grant a minority discount 
because it determined that (a) there 
was an implicit understanding among 
the family members that the defen
dant retained control of the business, 
and (b) that the gifts made among the 
members were made for the explicit 
purpose of obtaining a minority' 
discount. The Court found it signifi
cimt that the decedent controlled the 
Board of Directors as its chairperson, 
and that her two children held top 
management positions in the com
pany.14 The Tax Court further con
cluded that the decedent had pur
posely fragmented her controlling 
interest by making significant gifts 
to her children eighteen days before 
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her death. Consequently, it reasoned 
that these deathbed transfers were 
made solely for tax purposes and did 
not substantially affect her beneficial 
interest in the company. A curious 
twist to this case involved the dis
counts which the court actually 
permitted. While the Court did not 
grant a discount for ownership of a 
minority interest, it did, however, 
allow a 20% discount for lack of 
marketability. 

Nonetheless, in the recently de
cided Estate of Bosca, the Tax Court 
held that a shareholder's exchange 
of voting stock for nonvoting stock in 
a corporate recapitalization resulted 
in a gift to his children, however, the 
court ruled that there were two gifts, 
each of which had to be valued sepa
rately, resulting in a large minority 
discount in their value. 15 

In the past, the Service has con
tended that a minority discount was 
not available in valuing each trans
ferred interest in the context of a 
family entity based on the "unity of 
ownership" theory. Nonetheless, the 
courts have consistently rejected this 
position. Consequently, in Revenue 
Ruling 93-1216 the Service reversed 
its position and ruled that minority 
discounts would be permitted in the 
family context. Therefore, a minority 
discount is possible whether the 
transaction is a sale between unre
lated parties or for transfers made 
to family members for estate and gift 
tax valuation purposes. The reduced 
valuations for minority interests 
reflect the practical considerations 
that minority interest owners must 
address concerning their ownership, 
and the fact that they often demand 
a higher rate of return in exchange 
for their lack of control concerning 
the entity. 

Lack of Marketability Discount 
Often confused and entangled with 
the minority interest discount is the 
"lack of marketability'' discountY 
This related but distinct concept has 
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been traditionally recognized by the 
Service. 18 This discount recognizes 
that a stock interest, which is 
closely held, may have fewer poten
tial purchasers than an issue which 
is publicly traded, and thus is 
more difficult and costly to sell. 19 

A discount for lack of marketability 
is defined as a discount from the 
normative value arising because 
of the inherent difficulty in the sale 
of an asset, requiring that the sale 
price between a willing buyer and 
a willing seller be reduced.20 

Although the Service has not con
sistently approved this type of 
discount,21 the courts have upheld 
the lack of a marketability discount 
in valuing both majority and minor
ity interests in closely held corpora
tions and partnerships.22 

In contrast to publicly traded 
entities, such a discount reflects 
that privately held entities gener
ally do not have a ready market for 
sale. Comparing a publicly traded 
business may make the initial 
valuation of an entity in the same or 
similar industry with the privately 
held business. However, to value 
an interest in an entity, recognizing 
discounts for both the lack of mar
ketability and the holding of a 
minority interest may be appropri
ate, since they are separate and 
distinct discounts.23 Though depen
dent upon the particular facts and 
circumstances of the case, aggregate 
valuation discounts for lack of 
marketability and lack of control 
often range from 15 to 60 percent. 24 

For example, in Mandelbaum v. 
Commissioner25, and more recently 
in Estate of Barge v. Commis
sioner,26 the Tax Court noted that 
a lack of a marketability discount 
reflects (a) the absence of a recog
nized market for closely held stock 
and (b) the fact that closely held 
stock is generally not readily trans
ferable. Additionally, in the re
cently decided Estate of Davis v. 
Commissioner, the Tax Court 
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allowed a discount for built-in capital 
gains tax as part of a larger discount 
for lack of marketability in a dispute 
over the value of a gift of closely held 
company stock. 27 

Finally, buy-sell agreements and 
other contractual restrictions that 
inhibit the alienation of an interest in 
a closely held business have affected 
the valuation of business interests for 
estate and gift tax purposes. In prior 
years, the Tax Court has accorded 
these agreements different degrees 
of enforceability. For example, such 
agreements have on occasion estab
lished the value for estate tax pur
poses, while in other situations such 
agreements have been accorded 
partial weight in the valuation pro
cess. Nonetheless, the Tax Court 
still permitted a discount for lack of 
marketability for interest subject to a 
buy-sell agreement with the right of 
first refusal because (a) there was no 
corporate history of purchasing stock 
of shareholders who wish to be bought 
out, (b) the controlling shareholders 
were unlikely to purchase the shares, 
and (c) the minority shareholders 
were not in a financial position to 
purchase the shares. 28 In contrast, if 
there were an existing viable market 
for privately held interests, a discount 
for lack of marketability may not be 
available. However, although not 
fully understood, the effect of§ 2703 
on the value of interests in a closely 
held business should be a serious 
concern to a practitioner drafting a 
buy-sell agreement. (See Chapter 14 
Valuation below) 

Nonetheless, the Tax Court held in 
Estate of McClatchy v. Commissioner29 

that, in determining estate tax valua
tions, the service was correct in ignor
ing Securities and Exchange Commis
sion ("SEC") restrictions that applied 
to shares of stock when held by the 
decedent, but which did not apply 
when held by the decedent's beneficia
ries.30 The court based its decision on 
the "moment of death" rule31 dis
cussed by the Fifth Circuit Court of 

Appeals in United States v. Land.32 

The estate argued that the dece
dent transferred the shares subject 
to the restrictions; that is the value 
must be determined with the restric
tions. Additionally, the estate argued 
the proper measure of the value is 
what the decedent could have real
ized through a lifetime sale because 
restrictions were not self-imposed, 
and that the unification of the gift 
and estate tax systems require that 
the value for estate tax purposes be 
the same as it would be for gift tax 
purposes. The court rejected the 
estate's arguments, finding that the 
~value must be determined at the 
moment of death, citing Ahmanson 
Foundation v. United States33 , and 
noting that the restrictions lifted at 
the moment of death should not be 
considered for estate tax purposes. 

However, the Tax Court's position 
in McClatchy was recently rejected by 
the Ninth Circuit. Reversing the Tax 
Court, a divided Ninth Circuit panel 
held that the SEC restrictions that 
limit the value of shares held by a 
decedent should be taken into account 
in determining their estate tax value, 
even though the restrictions lapsed 
once the shares were in the hands of 
the decedent's estate.34 

Swing Vote Discount 
A swing vote discount is a discount 
granted for lack of control when a 
shareholder or shareholders cannot 
act on a decision without the agree
ment of other shareholders. This 
discount, however, may be less than a 
typical minority discount because of 
the ''veto" power held by each owner.35 

The Tax Court in Estate of Winkler 
v. Commissioner36 addressed the issue 
of a differential in the minority 
discount to be accorded gifts of voting 
and nonvoting shares of stock. The 
court denied a minority discount on 
a 10% voting stock interest because 
the attributes of a swing vote were 
present, which would permit one 
family to control the corporation by 
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acquiring the stock or its vote. The 
court held that since the 10% voting 
stock interest had "swing vote charac
teristics," (i.e., because a family might 
acquire majority control by acquiring 
the 10% block), a minority discount 
would not be appropriate with respect 
to the voting stock. The Court did, 
however, allow a 20% minority dis
count on the value of the voting and 
nonvoting shares and a 25% discount 
for lack of marketability. 

The Service has attempted to 
eliminate minority interest discounts 
when the interest at issue possessed 
elements of a swing vote. In TAM 
9436005, the swing vote character 
of three 30% share holdings in a 
corporation was taken into account 
in arriving at their value for estate 
tax purposes. A sole shareholder 
transferred approximately 30% of the 
outstanding shares in a corporation 
to each of his three children. At the 
same time he transferred another 
5% to his wife. The question was 
whether the swing vote characteris
tics of the various blocks should be 
taken into account when valuing 
the shares. 

Applying Winkler's reasoning in 
TAM 9436005, the Service concluded 
that each 30% block had a swing vote 
premium that should be taken into 
account, commensurate with both the 
minority nature of each block and any 
marketability concerns, when deter
mining the value of each block. The 
taxpayer had contended that assign
ing swing-vote premiums to the 30% 
blocks was unfair because no pre
mium would have been assigned if 
only one gift was made, and only two 
premiums would have been assigned 
if the gifts were made one at a time 
instead of together. The Service 
rebutted this by asserting that while 
one gift of a 30% interest would not 
have a swing vote premium, the 
next gift of a 30% interest would. In 
addition, when the second gift was 
made, the donor would also be liable 
for any gift tax on the value of the 
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premium which arose on the initial 
block because of the second transfer.37 

Liquidation Discount 
If an entity has appreciated assets, 
a buyer of the entity is likely to pay 
a discounted price for the interest 
to reflect the effect of income taxes 
resulting from a liquidation of the 
entity. In valuing an entity for trans
fer tax purposes, however, the Service 
and Tax Court have consistently 
denied any discount for income taxes 
or those costs associated with liqui
dating an entity unless the liquidation 
was actually contemplated at the time 
ofvaluation.38 

In Estate of Dougherty v. Commis
sioner,39 the Tax Court allowed a 35% 
discount for both lack of marketability 
and liquidation costs on the decedent's 
stock in an investment company 
deemed to be illiquid. The Service 
determined the net asset value of the 
stock and applied a 20% discount for 
the costs of liquidation. The Service 
presumably realized that since the 
General Utilities Doctrine had been 
repealed under the "willing buyer" 
standard, an informed purchaser 
would feel entitled to a larger dis
count for liquidation costs. 40 

In TAM 9150001, however, the 
Service refused to permit a liquidation 
discount for the shares in a closely 
held real estate company because an 
actual liquidation was not contem
plated. The estate argued that a 
willing buyer would apply a discount 
to the stock to reflect the cost of 
liquidating the corporation and 
reaching the underlying assets. The 
Service did not permit the discount 
since any tax liability created by the 
liquidation was purely speculative. 

Fractional Interest Discount 
Given the basic premises involved in 
valuation, the question arises whether 
there is a fractional interest in an 
item of property which would make 
the property to some extent less 
appealing to the willing buyer. Two 
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features common to all co-tenancies sales data for determining the proper 
(whether tenancies in common, joint discount for a fractional interest in 
tenancies, or tenancies by the entire- real estate. While the Tax Court 
ties) are unity of interest and unity of agreed with the Service that the 
possession.M Each co-tenant has the taxpayer's expert placed too heavy a 
right to equal use and possession of reliance on court decisions, it none-
all the property, since it does not theless concluded that his testimony 
severely conflict with the other co- provided support for the conclusion 
tenant's use. In case of conflict, most that the fair market value of a frac-
states generally promulgate laws tional interest in real estate cannot 
which permit a partition action where be derived merely by applying the 
the aggrieved party seeks by court taxpayer's percentage of ownership 
order the division of real property, if in the property to the property's total 
the property is susceptible to division. fair market value.46 

Other remedies attendant to partition More recently, in Estate ofWayne-
include a court order to sell the prop- Chi Young, the Tax Court continued 
erty and divide the resultant proceeds to attack fractional discounts and 
or split the property between the held that the estate tax value of 

In recent years, various co-tenants.42 property owned jointly by an indi-
None of the Code, the regulations vidual and his wife cannot be dis- the Tax Court 

(except for the reference in Treas. Reg counted for a fractional interest or decided two 
§ 20.2031-1), nor the Internal Rev- lack ofmarketabilityY The estate major cases 
enue Manual contains any specific claimed a fractional interest discount on the value 

" 
provisions about the valuation of of 15%, citing Propstra v. U.S. 48 which of undivided 

~ fractional interests.43 Normally, the upheld a 15% discount in the value 
Service takes the position that, in the of the decedent's undivided one-half interests in 
absence of evidence to the contrary, interest in real property held as real property. 
the fact that .the interest involved is community property. The court 
a fractional interest does not warrant concluded that the fractional interest 
any discount.44 Nonetheless, the discount is based on the notion that 
value of a fractional interest may be the interest is worth less than its 
less than the value of the individual proportionate share, due in part to 
property's components. the problems of concurrent owner-

In recent years, the Tax Court ship.49 However, at the moment of 
decided two major cases on the value death, the co-ownership in a joint 
of undivided interests in real prop- tendency is severed, thus alleviating 
erty. In Estate of Feuchter v. Commis- the problem associated with co-
sioner, the Tax Court stated it would ownership.50 Therefore, the property 
not discount the value of property in is not entitled to a fractional interest 
which the taxpayer has a fractional discount. 
interest unless the taxpayer offers In Estate of Bonner v. United 
substantial evidence that a partial States, 51 however, the court held that 
interest would sell for less than its an undivided interest in assets owned 
proportionate share of the total value outright by the decedent and the 
of the property. 45 The Court noted remaining portion of those same 
that it would make an exception to assets held by a QTIP trust includ-
the rule where there is no comparable able in the decedent's gross estate do 
sales data on which the taxpayer's not merge into one hundred percent 
expert can base an opinion. Subse- ownership by the decedent at death. - quently, in Estate of Pillsbury v. The court held that the estate is 
Commissioner, the taxpayer's expert entitled to a fractional interest dis-
relied exclusively on prior court count on the undivided interest 
decisions rather than comparable owned outright. Consequently, if 21 
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broadly construed, this decision 
would appear to indicate QTIP trusts 
could be used to create fractional 
discounts in certain situations. 
However, prior to Bonner, the Service 
issued Technical Advice Memoran
dum (TAM) 9550002 which appears 
partially to contradict the court's 
ruling. TAM 9550002 ruled that 
ownership of stock in a closely held 
corporation by a decedent individu
ally and beneficiary of the QTIP trust 
should be combined, thus preventing 
the decedent's estate from claiming a 
fractional interest. Consequently, the 
share in the QTIP trust was treated 
for valuation purposes as if owned 
outright by the surviving spouse. 
Therefore, caution should be 
emphasized in using QTIP trusts 
for valuation discount purposes. 

Special Use Valuation 
Special use valuation applies to 
family farms and real property used 
in a closely held business and is 
defined and enumerated in § 2032A. 
Section 2032A provides that if certain 
requirements are met, the executor 
of an estate may elect an alternative 
valuation method for real property 
which is included in the estate if it 
is used in a closely held business. 
Under this method, the value attrib
uted to the estate for the qualifying 
realty is its value as represented in 
the closely held business, instead of 
the fair market value determined 
and based upon the property's 
highest and best use. 

A case which illustrates this prin
ciple with other types of discounts is 
the Estate of Maddox v. Commis
sioner.52 In Maddox, the Tax Court 
held that an estate was entitled, per 
§ 2032A, to include the value of the 
decedent's interest in an incorporated 
farm at its agricultural use value, but 
without further reduction due to a 
minority discount. The court stated 
that while § 2032A(g) makes special 
use valuation available to sharehold
ers of a family corporation, it did not 
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give the members the right to use 
both a special use and a minority 
ownership discount. The Service did, 
however, apparently concede that if 
a special use valuation had not been 
elected, the estate would have been 
entitled to a 30% minority discount. 

Letter Ruling 9119008 also ex
plains the Service's position with 
respect to the alternative valuation 
method on real estate per § 2032A, 
with the use of a minority discount. 
Under this Letter Ruling, the estate 
calculated and determined the special 
value inherent in possessing both 
voting and nonvoting shares in a 
business entity, and then factored in 
a 30% discount for both a minority 
interest and shares which lacked 
marketability. Mter reviewing 
Maddox, the Service rejected the 
position that once corporate real 
estate has been revalued per§ 2032A, 
its reduced value is included in the 
value of all corporate assets which in 
turn a minority discount further 
reduces. The Service summarized its 
analysis of this situation by stating, 
"we cannot believe that Congress 
meant to confer any such bonanza."53 

Therefore, if a decedent's personal 
representative elects to value quali
fied real property at its special use 
value per § 2032A, rather than at its 
fair market value, the minority dis
count is not available. 54 However, 
if only minority and marketability 
discounts are used to reduce the value 
of the stock or property, no such 
restrictions apply. 

Finally, under the Tax Reform Act 
of 1998, § 2057 provides expanded 
deductions for certain family owned 
businesses. However, commentators 
have questioned whether a practitio
ner would pass up a minority discount 
by qualifying for the business deduc
tion. 55 Under§ 2057, a business 
interest must be at least 50% of the 
decedent's adjusted gross income, 
which includes the transfers of inter
est to certain family transfers. There
fore, a minority discount could reduce 
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the value of the interest to less than 
50% of the adjusted gross income. 

Chapter 14 Special Valuation 
The Revenue Reconciliation Act of 
1990 retroactively repealed the anti
estate freeze provisions of§ 2036(c) 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 
and replaced it with the new Chapter 
14 revisions, containing§§ 2701-2704. 
These sections contain a series of 
valuation rules that apply, for gift tax 
purposes, to the interests normally 
transferred and retained in estate 
freezing and value shifting valuations. 

Section 2701 is directed at tradi
tional corporate recapitalization and 
partnership freezing transactions in 
which a first generation owner of a 
closely held business makes a multi
generational transfer of an interest 
in the entity to a younger family 
member, while retaining rights to 
the income and principal of the entity 
which rights have priority over to 
the interest transferred. 56 The value 
attributed to the preferred rights 
which had been retained reduces 
the transfer tax value of the interest 
being conveyed. However, if the 
retained rights are never exercised, 
any value attributed to those rights 
effectively passes to the subordinate 
owners without a taxable event occur
ring for transfer tax purposes. 57 For 
the special valuation rules of§ 2701 
to apply, there must be a transfer of 
an interest in a corporation or part
nership to a family member of the 
transferor, and immediately after 
the transfer, the transferor or an 
applicable family member must hold 
an applicable retained interest. 58 

For example, in Letter Ruling 
9710021 which addressed, among 
other things, the valuation rules for 
transfers of interest in corporations 
and partnerships, the Service 
ruled that, under § 2701(a)(1), the 
value of any right (a) described in 
§ 2701(b)(1)(A) or (B), and (b) that 
is with respect to any applicable 
retained interest that is held by the 

transferor or an applicable family 
member immediately after the 
transfer, shall be determined 
under § 2701(a)(3). 

Section 2703 was intended to 
curtail perceived abuses in connection 
with agreements among owners of 
closely held businesses and their 
families for agreements entered into 
after October 8, 1990. Prior to the 
adoption of§ 2703, the Federal estate 
tax regulations and the Service recog
nize that a buy-sell agreement affects 
the value of the interest in a closely 
held business, and left the Service 
with little objection if the five factors 
were met.59 

Generally, § 2703(a) provides that 
an agreement (or option) to acquire 
stock in the context of a buy-sell 
arrangement (and any restriction on 
the sale or use thereof) will be ignored 
in determining the value of the stock 
for federal and gift tax purposes. 
However,§ 2703(b) contains an excep
tion to the aforesaid general rule if 
the agreement contains the following 
three separate and independent 
requirements: (1) the right or restric
tion is a bona fide business arrange
ment; (2) the right or restriction is not 
a device to transfer subject property 
to members of the decedent's family 
for less than adequate consideration; 
and (3) the right or restriction con
tains terms that are comparable to 
similar arrangements entered into by 
persons in arms-length transactions. 

An example of the application of 
§ 2703 can be reviewed in Gloeckner v. 
Commissioner. 60 In Gloeckner, the Tax 
Court determined the value of stock 
in a closely held corporation to be the 
fair market value at the decedent's 
death and not the amount received 
pursuant to a buy-sell agreement. 
The court held that the agreement did 
not control the value of the stock for 
Federal estate tax purposes because it 
was a testamentary device asserting 
that it was (1) not binding under the 
governing state law; (2) modified after 
1990 and was thus subject to § 2703; 
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and (3) a testamentary device to appraisal, lack of specific data or 
transfer the company to the studies to support their conclusions, 
decedent's successor at a lower and their lack of professional certifi-
estate tax cost. cation as appraisers.67 In contrast, 

Section 2704(a) treats the lapse the expert used by the Service was a 
of voting or liquidation rights in a professional appraiser in the business 
corporation or partnership as a tax- of real estate and business valuation. 
able transfer by the holder of the The expert relied on studies of com-
right. This condition is premised parable properties and made adjust-
upon the holder and those members ments to account for the minority 
of his or her family controlling the interest held by the decedent. The 
entity before and after the lapse.61 Tax Court found this evidence highly 
Such a lapse during the life of the persuasive and adopted the Service's 
holder will be considered a gift, while position of a combined 30% minority 
a lapse of the right upon death of the and lack of marketability discount. 
holder will be deemed to be a transfer Accordingly, when consulting with 
includable in the holder's gross es- experts for purposes of preparing the 
tate.62 There are a number of exemp- taxpayer's appraisal, documenting 
tions to these lapse provisions. For is important not only the experts' 

There area 
instance, a mere transfer of control is opinions, but also the present status 
not considered a lapse, or if there are of the property, the area in which it 

number of enough non family owners of the is located, the present zoning condi-
exemptions to entity to block any action taken by tions, and the possibility of zoning 
these lapse the family members.63 changes68 For example, in Sherman 

~I 
provisions. Section 2704(b) specifies that the v. U.S., 69 the Court accepted the 

applicable restrictions or limits on the valuation ofthe taxpayer's experts, 
ability to liquidate may (1) lapse after who had a more intimate knowledge 
the business interest is transferred to of the conditions iri the local market 
a family member, or (2) be removed in the year of the decedent's death 
by the transferor or family member than did the government's expert, 
alone or collectively. 64 An applicable who appraised the real estate six 
restriction does not reduce the value years after the decedent's death. 
of the transferred interest. Appli- Similarity, in Brown Estate v 
cable restrictions, however, may be Commissioner, 70 the Court accepted 
disregarded (and the value of the the testimony of the taxpayer's expert 
transferred interest reduced) if the when the government's expert failed 
limitations imposed on the ability to to view the property until several 
liquidate are no more restrictive than years after the valuation date, and 
under state law.65 was imprecise as to the effect sub-

stantial improvements had made 
Valuation Appraisals upon the value of the property since 
The Estate of Berg v. Commissioner66 the valuation date. 
demonstrates the importance of 
obtaining expert appraisals when Form Over Substance 
valuing ownership of a corporate Within the last year, valuation 
interest. The taxpayer attempted discounts have taken dramatic 
to claim a 60% discount ( 40% minor- turns, with the Service taking more 
ity discount and 20% marketability militant views as to the validity of 
discount) for his 26.92% interest in some discounts and their use. For 
a closely held corporation. ·The Tax example, the Service has released ,, 
Court gave little weight to the experts five TAMs regarding family limited 
used by the taxpayer to substantiate partnerships (TAMs 9719006, 

24 value due to reliance on an old 9723009,9725002,9730004,and 
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9735003) and one TAM regarding 
a limited liability company (TAM 
9736004) which attack entity-based 
valuation discounts under either the 
"substance over form" theory or §§ 
2703 and 2704. Subsequently, these 
TAMs imply that forming a partner
ship and making gifts to it constitute 
so-called single testamentary transac
tions. Consequently, § 2703 is alleged 
to apply, so that the provisions of the 
partnership agreements are ignored. 
Moreover,§ 2704 is argued by the 
Service so that the restriction on the 
decedent's right to liquidate his or her 
interest in the partnership is ignored. 

Finally, William C. Sabin, Jr. of the 
Service's field office in Washington, 
D.C., speaking at a tax symposium, 
made clear that the Service would 
take a hard line position on overstated 
discounts claimed by taxpayers using 
family limited partnerships (FLPs).71 

Mr. Sabin stated that the Service was 
especially concerned about deathbed 
transfers to FLPs and the funding of 
FLPs with liquid assets. Mr. Sabin 
conceded, however, that while the 
Service would look at all FLPs, not 
simply ones with abusive elements, 
the Service would look to settle, 
rather than litigate in cases involving 
non-abusive arrangements.72 

L. Kohlsaat Estate and Estate 
of Winkler 
However, despite these pejorative 
developments, all is not lost. Two 
cases have come from the Tax Court 
recently which appear to contradict 
the substance over form theory. In L. 
Kohlsaat Estate v. Commissioner73 the 
Service argued that failure to exercise 
the withdrawal power is evidence of 
an implied agreement between the 
donor and holders of the Crummey 
power that there would not be an 
exercise, and that the doctrine of 
substance over form dictates that 
the withdrawal power as supporting 
a§ 2503(b) gift tax exclusion should 
be ignored. The Tax Court, however, 
reasoned that there was no evidence 

of an implied side agreement and, 
therefore, the Service's substance 
over form argument was disregarded. 

The second case, Estate of Winkler 
v. Commissioner74 sets an example of 
how far a practitioner must go to 
start a family partnership. This case 
involved an oral partnership where 
various family members contributed 
funds to purchase lottery tickets. 
Under the state's default rules, the 
partnership consisted of the parents 
and their five children, each having 
an equal ownership share in the 
partnership. The Service argued 
there was no partnership and, in 
effect, that the parents had actually 
gifted a present interest of one-half 
of the partnership to their children. 
The Tax Court, however,'based upon 
the requirements of§ 704(e), decided 
that there was in fact a partnership 
in existence, with the minimal activ
ity of purchasing lottery tickets. 

Conclusion 
Determining the fair market value of 
an interest in a closely held corpora
tion or partnership for estate and gift 
tax purposes is more of an art than a 
science. 75 The "art" refers to the 
creative aspects or techniques used 
by the practitioner when attributing 
value to an entity. 

The valuation of an entity is both 
complex and uncertain. The Internal 
Revenue Code offers little guidance. 
Rather, valuation considerations are 
left to the regulations and revenue 
rulings, but ultimately are questions 
of fact for the courts. Since the 
ultimate valuation is predicated on 
the facts and circumstances of each 
specific situation, careful consider
ation should be given to what valua
tion principles are chosen. 

In the last year, the Service has 
demonstrated that it is increasingly 
more sensitive to the use of discounts 
in valuing a business interest. Ap
plying the proper discount in the 
proper context is therefore important. 
If the discount is incorrectly applied, 
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the taxpayer may be subject to a 
greater risk of an audit and a greater 
risk oflosing an otherwise appropri
ate discount. Therefore, the increas
ing hostility shown by the Service 
toward the plethora of discounts 
available engenders an even greater 
emphasis on foresight and advance 
planning by the practitioner. 
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Eric Thomas Carver is an associate with 
the law firm of Dykema Gossett, PLLC in 
the firm's Detroit, Michigan office. 
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Recent 
Developments 

Michigan Court of Appeals 
Disallows Deduction of Oil 
and Gas Expenditures in 
Computing Net Operating 
Losses under the Michigan 
Income Tax Act 
On May 19, 1998, in the consolidated 
action Cook v Dep't of Treasury and 
Miller v. Dep't of Treasury, 1998 
Mich. App. LEXIS 142, the Michigan 
Court of Appeals reversed a Court of 
Claims decision and held that oil and 
gas expenditures must be excluded 
by taxpayers involved in oil and gas 
related activities when computing net 
operating losses for Michigan income 
tax purposes. 

This appeal arose out of refund 
actions involving taxpayers engaged 
in oil and gas development. The 
taxpayers had previously paid taxes 
on oil and gas revenues, filing both 
personal income tax returns as well 
as severance tax returns. They later 
sought income tax refunds based on 
the Michigan Court of Appeals deci
sion in Bauer v Dep't of Treasury, 203 
Mich. App. 97 (1993) which held that 
oil and gas proceeds are subject to 
severance tax "in lieu of all other 
taxes" such as income taxes. Filing 
amended income tax returns for 
previous tax years, the taxpayers 
calculated net operating losses 
("NOLs") by excluding oil and gas 
proceeds from gross income, but 
leaving intact deductions for related 
oil and gas expenses. Claims for 
refunds, created by carrying back 
the losses to offset income in previous 
years, were later denied by the 
Michigan Department of Treasury. 

In the refund action that followed, 
the Court of Claims decided in favor 
of the taxpayers and allowed the NOL 
calculations and the resulting re
funds. On appeal, the Department 
argued that (1) Bauer was improperly 
decided such that oil and gas pro
ceeds that are subject to severance 
tax are also subject to income tax; 

28 and (2) if such proceeds are not 
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properly taxable under the Income 
Tax Act, then neither should the 
related expenses be included in 
NOL calculations. While rejecting 
the Department's first argument, the 
Court of Appeals concurred with the 
Department's second assertion. The 
Court reasoned that because Michi
gan income tax is calculated in the 
same manner as federal income tax, 
which under the Internal Revenue 
Code disallows deductions allocable 
to exempt income, deducting oil and 
gas related expenses associated with 
exempt income is likewise inappropri
ate for Michigan income tax purposes. 

Michigan Court of Appeals 
holds that under Severance 
Tax Act, Taxpayers are 
Entitled to a Michigan 
Income Tax Exemption 
on Gross Receipts derived 
from Oil and Gas Production, 
Not Merely on Net Income; 
Court follows Cook with > 

Regard to NOLs 
In Elenbaas v. Dep't ofTreasury, 1998 
Mich. App LEXIS 221, decided Au
gust 4, 1998, the Court of Appeals 
held that under the Severance Tax 
Act, gross receipts (not merely net 
income) from oil and gas revenues are 
exempt from income tax. The Court, 
following a prior ruling, held that 
taxpayers were not entitled to deduct 
oil and gas expenses from income 
tax, nor include such expenses in 
calculating their NOLs. 

Taxpayers here filed both sever
ance tax returns as well as income 
tax returns paying taxes on their oil 
and gas revenues. When they later 
amended their income tax returns 
to exclude oil and gas proceeds based 
on the Court of Appeals decision in 
Bauer v Dep't of Treasury, 203 Mich. 
App. 97 (1993), the Department 
denied the claims for refund alleging 
that the amount of net income (rather 
than gross proceeds) from oil and gas 
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production should have been deducted 
from total taxable income and re
flected on the amended returns. ln. 
addition, for the 1993 tax year when 
the taxpayers had a net operating 
loss, the Department claimed that the 
loss should have been added to total 
taxable income. The Court of Claims 
rejected the Department's assertions, 
holding that the taxpayers were 
entitled to the claimed refunds. 

In the instant appeal, the Depart
ment argued that Bauer, which held 
that the Michigan severance tax is "in 
lieu of all other taxes," was incorrectly 
decided and that income tax should be 
paid in addition to the severance tax 
on receipts from oil and gas produc
tion. The Court, in affirming its 
decision in Bauer, noted that not 
only is the statutory language of the 
Severance Tax Act clear, but that the 
Legislature has not acted in response 
to the Court's holding and has there
fore consented to the Court's prior 
statutory interpretation. 

The Department next argued that 
the Court of Claims was incorrect 
in determining that the amount of 
gross receipts, rather than net 
income, was properly exempt from 
Michigan income tax. The Court 
rejected this argument, stating that 

"[i]f gross receipts are taxed 
under the severance tax act, 
then it necessarily follows that 
gross receipts, not net income, 
are exempt from taxation under 
the ITA." 

The Court, citing Cook v. Dep't of 
Treasury, 1998 Mich. App. LEXIS 142 
(See synopsis above), concluded that 
the taxpayers were entitled to an 
exemption on the gross receipts from 
oil and gas production rather than 
on net income only. 

The Department's third argument 
related to the taxpayers' NOLs calcu
lated on their 1993 return. The Court 
stated that because it was constrained 
to follow its holding in Cook, the 
taxpayers here were not entitled to 
deduct oil and gas expenses from their 
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1993 income tax, nor to include such 
expenses when calculating their NOL. 
The Court stated that it disagreed 
with the rationale in Cook, and 
would have allowed the taxpayers in 
Elenbaas to deduct the expenditures 
in questions were it not required to 
follow its own prior ruling. Specifi
cally, the Court noted that the Inter
nal Revenue Code allows deductions 
for ordinary and necessary business 
expenses and does not make excep
tions for oil and gas related expenses 
in the calculation of federal adjusted 
gross income upon which the Michi
gan income tax is based. Moreover, 
in response to the Department's 
assertion that allowing the taxpayers 
to deduct oil and gas related expenses 
amounted to allowing deductions on 
exempt income, the Court stated that 

... we find it disingenuous for 
defendant to argue that no tax 
is being paid on the income 
derived from the oil and gas 
ventures. More importantly, 
the fact that the gross receipts 
are taxed under the severance 
tax act without an allowance 
for expenses under that act 
reinforces that the correspond
ing deduction for expenses 
should be taken under the ITA. 

The Court reiterated that it was 
nonetheless bound to follow and apply 
the holding in Cook. This case has 
been referred to a Michigan Court of 
Appeals conflict panel for resolution. 

Michigan Supreme Court 
Grants Application for Leave 
to Appeal in World Book,-Inc. 
v. Dep't of Treasury 
The Michigan Department of Trea
sury has granted the application for 
leave to appeal in World Book, Inc. v. 
Dep't of Treasury, 1998 Mich LEXIS 
1585, 222 Mich App 203, 564 NW2d 
82, 1997 Mich App LEXIS 83. The 
issues to be decided are limited to 
whether (1) use tax is properly 
applied to plaintiffs sale of goods; 
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and (2) if so, whether the absence 
of a bad-debt deduction under the 
Michigan Use Tax Act violates the 
Commerce Clause ofthe United 
States Constitution. 

Governor Engler signs into 
Law Sales "Throwback" and 
Voluntary Disclosure Bills 
On July 1, 1998, Governor John 
Engler signed into law two bills that 
will have a great impact on Michigan 
businesses shipping goods from 
Michigan to other states, as well 
as on certain multistate companies 
doing business in Michigan. 

Public Act 225 of 1998 eliminates 
the "throwback" rule for Single 
Business Tax ("SBT") purposes. For 
sales shipped from Michigan starting 
January 1, 1998, sales are automati
cally excluded from the sales factor 
numerator in calculating the SBT 
apportionment factor. Prior to 
January 1, 1998, sales shipped from 
Michigan to a state where the tax
payer had no physical presence 
(see Revenue Admini-strative 
Bulletin 1998-1) were "thrown 
back" and included in the sales 
factor numerator. 

Public Act 221 of 1998 creates a 
new voluntary disclosure provision 
for all taxes administered by the 
Michigan Department of Treasury. 
Applying to nonfilers only, the new 
law allows the Department to enter 
into voluntary disclosure agreements 
based on filing obligations created 
under Revenue Administrative Bulle
tin 1998-1. In general, the "lookback" 
period for the agreement is 48 
months. For taxpayers paying a net 
income tax to another state and who 
are now required to file in Michigan 
based on Revenue Administrative 
Bulletin 1998-1, the lookback period 
is 36 months. 
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This state and local tax update was 
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The "Craft" Case-Providing Insight Into the 
Attachment of a Tax Lien to Entireties Property 
By Aaron H. Sherbin 

Under Michigan law, the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) may not en
force or foreclose a tax lien against 
real property owned by tenants by 
the entireties where the tax lien is 
impressed upon only one of the 
tenant's property and property rights. 
See Cole v. Cardoza1 and United 
States v. Certain Real Property 
Located at 2525 LeRoy Lane2. 
However, prior to a recently decided 
Michigan case, the law was unclear 
as to whether a tax lien of either a 
husband or wife could attach to some 
or all of the entireties property after 
the entireties estate was destroyed. 
In Craft v. United States, 3 the Sixth 
Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the 
decision of the District Court (West
ern District of Michigan) and held 
that a federal tax lien filed against 
the property of a husband for his 
individual unpaid tax liabilities did 
not attach to property held initially 
by the husband and his wife as ten
ants by the entirety and then jointly 
conveyed to the wife. 

Don and Sandra Craft purchased 
real estate in the city of Grand 
Rapids, Michigan as tenants by the 
entirety in May, 1972. Don Craft 
failed to file income tax returns for 
the taxable years 1979 through 1986. 
The Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") 
prepared substitute income tax 
returns for those years and assessed 
the unpaid tax liabilities against Mr. 
Craft. When Mr. Craft failed to pay 
the assessments, the IRS filed, in 
March 1989, a notice of federal tax 
lien with the register of deeds in Kent 
County, Michigan against all of Mr. 
Craft's property. 

In August, 1989, Don and Sandra 
Craft executed a quit claim deed 
transferring the Grand Rapids prop
erty to Sandra Craft in exchange for 
$1.00. Don Craft subsequently filed 

for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy in Janu
ary, 1992. The Bankruptcy Court 
entered a discharge order and closed 
the case in June, 1992. 

Sometime thereafter, Sandra Craft 
entered into a contract to sell the 
Grand Rapids property. The IRS 
agreed to release the lien conditioned 
upon the establishment of a non
interest bearing escrow account 
containing fifty percent (50%) of the 
proceeds of the sale and subject to the 
fE:lderal tax lien. Sandra Craft sold 
the Grand Rapids property in June 
1992 and received half the proceeds. 

In April, 1993, Sandra ·Craft filed 
a complaint in the United States 
District for the Western District of 
Michigan against the United States 
seeking to quiet title to the proceeds 
in the escrow account. The United 
States responded by asserting that 
the federal tax lien attached to Don 
Craft's interest in the Grand Rapids 
property, even though Don and 
Sandra Craft had held the property 
as tenants by the entirety. 

Both parties filed motions for 
sumx:nary judgment. Following a 
heanng on each party's motion the 
District Court issued an opinio~ 
denying Sandra Craft's motion for 
summary judgment and granting the 
United States' motion. The District 
Court found that the federal tax lien 
attached to the property at the time 
Don and Sandra Craft conveyed the 
property to Sandra Craft, reasoning 
that the conveyance effectively termi
~ated the entireties estate, creating 
m each spouse momentarily an equal 
one-half (1/z) interest, which was then 
followed by the conveyance of the 
property to Sandra Craft. In essence 
the federal tax lien attached at the ' 
moment in time that Don Craft 
possessed a separate one-half (1/z) 
interest in the property. 

Sandra Craft appealed the District 
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Court's decision to the Court of Ap
peals. On appeal, the United States 
argued that, upon the conveyance of 
the Grand Rapids property to Sandra 
Craft, the entireties estate terminated 
and Don Craft, for a moment in time, 
owned a one-half (1/2) interest in the 
property to which the lien could 
attach. The Sixth Circuit disagreed, 
reasoning that, although the entire
ties estate was terminated upon 
the conveyance to Sandra Craft, 
Don Craft's interest in the Grand 
Rapids property terminated at the 
same time. The Sixth Circuit further 
stated that it was unaware of any 
precedent indicating that an entire
ties estate is automatically trans
formed into a tenancy in common as 
an intermediary step in the convey
ance of the property. To the contrary, 
at the time the entireties estate was 
terminated, Sandra Craft was vested 
with full and complete title to the 
property. 

The Sixth Circuit also considered 
whether the IRS lien attached to 
any inchoate interest that Don Craft 
possessed in the entireties property. 
If under Michigan Law, Don Craft 
had any separate future interests in 
the Grand Rapids property then said 
interest would be subject to attach
ment. However, the court held that 
Michigan Law does not recognize a 
severable future interest held by one 
spouse in entireties property. Accord
ingly, Don Craft did not possess a 
separate future interest in the Grand 
Rapids property to which the federal 
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tax lien could attach. 
A concurring opinion was rendered 

by Judge Ryan. He agreed with the 
majority that the summary judgment 
in favor of the United States must be 
reversed. However, Judge Ryan felt 
the case should be remanded for the 
sole purpose of determining whether 
Don Craft's conduct was fraudulent. 
Judge Ryan went to some lengths to 
argue that Don Craft had valuable 
property interests in the Grand 
Rapids property and that he ceded 
those interests for little or no con
sideration, most likely intending to 
defeat the IRS lien. 

The Craft case certainly clarifies 
the extent to which a tax lien will 
continue to attach to an entireties 
estate which is subsequently de
stroyed. However, practitioners 
should not view this case as providing 
a legitimate planning tool to avoid 
a tax lien. While the Crafts have, to 
date, been successful in avoiding the 
tax lien, it is only because they have 
not been found to have intended to 
defraud the IRS. Any attempt to 
transfer property with the intent 
to avoid a tax lien will likely be 
deemed a fraudulent conveyance 
and ineffectual. 

Aaron H. Sherbin is a shareholder with 
the law firm of Finkel, Whitefield, Selik, 
Raymond, Ferrara & Feldman, P.C. in 
Farmington Hills, Michigan, specializing in 
tax and business planning. He received 
his J.D. from Wayne State University and 
his LL.M. (taxation) from New York 
University. 
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